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is vague terminology, so I must tell you, in the interest of being 
more scientifically accurate, that what was actually occurring up 
there was more like a consistent developing neurosis. Something 
psychological, leastways; like the nagging neural equivalent of a 
bad toothache in one of them important molars. Still, for him, 
it was in the most fluid, least technical sense, like an onrushing 
flood of alien and uncontrollable impulses—impulses that were 
occasionally violent, but always laden with a heavy element of 
what he had to classify as disgust. He didn’t really know at what, 
and that, too, was maddening.

A tiny man paces nervously inside a glass cube, which has 
been sunk under green water, the same green children crayon the 
hideous sea serpents in their coloring books, flushing all around 
the glass in dense foamy gushes full of horrifying sea-bits and 
sea-shrapnel. The glass is groaning with pressure, that tiny man 
in there just shaking and shaking. There’s a moment of silence, 
and then FLOOOOOOOM!!! All six walls burst inward, foamy 
green jaws clicking violently shut. The tiny man is devoured.

Although it’s plenty easy to demonize a job like working at 
Burger King, we must understand early on that he actually chose 
this occupation, even when so many do not have the luxury of 
choosing. Which isn’t to say we must look upon Burger King in 
a positive light, or even that he himself does, but it is to say we 
will not be engaging in the standard reading normally applied 
to this type of situation. We’re not coming at this from the angle 
of either sociological tragedy or unfulfilled American ambition, 
opportunity radiantly beckoning out there while here we see our 
anonymous subject, bravely toiling away in the fluorescent-lighted 
pit of tedium; or minimum wage; or humiliation; or an unfeel-
ing corporation; or his sub-par social standing. Relevant though 


